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About This Game

"Inside Me" is a top-down shooter in which you play as one of nanorobots embedded in the human body to fight infection.
While clearing the infected cells you will fight with various enemies and dangerous bosses.
The general gameplay consists in controlling more smaller bots in fighting with parasites.

During the game you will be able to reveal unique abilities which you can combine with each other.

Features

Hardcore gameplay

Colorful hand-drawn 2d art style

The use of unique abilities

Combining of abilities
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Battles with dangerous bosses
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Title: Inside Me
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
SnowBiteGames
Publisher:
SnowBiteGames
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.7 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 8800 GT or Radeon HD 4850 or equivalent card with at least 512 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: Required display aspect ratio is 16:9 or 16:10

English
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If you like novels and games where your choices matter, then this is for you. this game is by far one of the most thrilling and
addictive games i have ever played.. This game feels very early access, but that's okay- it's still fun, and shows a lot of potential!

I'm excited to see what happens as it grows. :). Can't recommend as of right now the movement is completely out of wack and
needs a tune up, but defenitly a wait and see if they movement is fixed. Price is acceptable. I can look past the graphics being a
sequence of similar-looking 360 images, and while quaint, the overall production quality is consistent and decent. Hail Zorp, is it
long though! You read a page and\/or click to go the next scene page. I read the first few pages, and then proceeded to just keep
on clicking until I got the end (sorry, I'm not a strong reader), and it just kept going, and going, and going until I gave up. This
appears to be a labour-of-love, however, and you should buy it for that reason. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=eKBWDe70Czk. I mean... I get it, but I don't.

Instead of being a game, this is a program for whatever reason.
It is a simulator, if anything.

It is a... program... where you select different sounds, individually change their volume, pitch and speed.
Once you're done you save that and you can load it and play it.
That's it.

Also, why does the list of sounds include screaming noises, baby crying etc...?
These are not ASMR sounds.
And as for the actual ASMR sounds that are in the game, I mean program, there are barely any.
It needs a larger library of sounds.

I get what it's supposed to do, and I guess it does it; I.E induce ASMR.
But you can just search for Tapping ASMR, for example, on YouTube and get a thousands times more content for a thousand
times less effort.

Not worth the money or effort.

*Oh, and the opening screen of the game includes seizure inducing flashing colours.
Great for ASMR.
Just thought I'd let you know.. love the game played it for 3 hours still playing it. a good predessecor to lords of the realm 2. I
remember playing this on the 360 and I loved it! The only thing is that I didn't get the chance to play online with other people on
360 and hopefully the MP will be fully ressurected for this game via PC! It's a great FPS that, as a friend said in his review,
should of set the standard for game series like MOH, COD, and Battlefield! The one thing that I regret is that the devs haven't
made a sequel! I hope Nordic Games does though, albeit in a form of a new title! One other thing that I must say, if you are
getting this game, I suggest you get PhysX Legacy since this game does need it to run on Windows 7! That sucks, but it's a small
price to pay for a great game!
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Well... Rebirth OST is not bad. I like disturbing (a bit tragical) melodies and JK Flesh (lol, sounds the same) beats. But original
OST by Danny B. was much more awesome and creates perfect atmosphere for the game like that.. I read one of the reviews
saying the style of gameplay is similar to Final Fantasy Tactics (One of my favorite games). It is nothing like that, with the
exception of the chessboard setup of the levels. I have never played a game this unbelievably slow in all my life.I really really
really wanted to like it. I got 2 hours in trying to engage with the story but it is just so dry and tedious.. This soundtrack is
SORELY underappreciated, and it makes me incredibly sad that more people don't know about it or give it the credit it
deserves. If you love classical piano and violin played in a melancholic style, this soundtrack is for you. But the best part? If you
own the game (which has seen several bundles), the soundtrack DLC is absolutely free. I speak from the heart, my game music
loving friends; download this classical masterpiece and let the melodies move your soul.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=OXFYndJ7zUU
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=nKfFpKKjpyI&list=PLeu1ZIZxUdE5cmkst6MPxYZO4Alie9W5k&index=12. Good
RPG mythological game

 7/10 Very good. This game could from the mechanics gonna be one of my favorite games but sadly u cant progress without
wastin hundreds of euros i even could talk about the positiv aspects about that game and it has not low amount of it but its not
worth this game is NOT a f2p title its sadly not more than an imported Handy cashgrab pay 2 play Model

does anyone knows a simular game with thoose mechanics where u can progress while playing and not payin?

EDIT: highest VIP Status which u get per ingame microtransactions is lvl 15 for this lvl u need to buy 45.000 Crytals or
whatever this crap is called 1.500 of thoose means 50\u20ac without any buff on payed crystals there are some but not that
great... So u even with teh buffs wont get that Vip lvl under 1000\u20ac spent ( THIS IS NOT THE 100% efficence reckoning
but i gues u know what i wanted to say with this to spin over with buffs u are still far over 500\u20ac and if u wanna dont pay
and just play u CANT progress )

 Even if u ve that much money that u wouldnt care about 1000\u20ac+ then go and Spent it pls to People who needs a House \/
clothes \/ food & water etc.

Anything else to say? Oh ye ...

Shame on u greedy Developer Bas.tar.ds ;) lu2 One of the most Antisocialized games ive ever played and seen ... sadly ... cuz
gameplay without all this payshit is great. i r8 8 out of 8 m8
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